Graphic design portfolio by Ralph Scrutton

A career exclusive to the graphic design and advertising industry.
This experience has provided me with an extensive knowledge in how
to take a brand to market, promoting companies and organisations
from start-ups to leading brands through my graphic and web design.
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E-commerce for Vitrapoint — VitraFurniture.co.uk
WorkSpirit Vitrapoint are a major supplier of Vitra furniture to the UK contract furniture market. My
involvement required gaining an in-depth knowledge of the Vitra brand and product range. My role
involved planning, writing and creating the wireframe structure and defining and sourcing all product.
Then designing and building a website with full e-commerce functionality for all the Vitra range of
furniture and accessories. This progressed to PPC and social media marketing, and the design and print
production of brochures and new business Tender documents.

Brochure for
Trac Group

workplace

bringing change

bringing inspiration, by helping to create and deliver the perfect
workplace for many leading brands since 1984

the workplace is continually undergoing change, and when
done right, the workplace can be a powerful environment

experienced

TRAC.GROUP

TRAC.GROUP

when it comes to an efficient and smooth running
workplace, you need a partner that is flexible, responds
quickly and understands your requirements

delivery + installation

qualified to deliver

professional service each and every time. Our responsiveness and flexibility is a significant attraction

All furniture deliveries and installations are coordinated and undertaken by employees using our
fleet of delivery vehicles. We take pride in our ability to deliver a service. Our teams are experienced
and fully trained, continuity of managing both delivery and installation guarantees a prompt and

Creating the right workplace environment helps organisations compete for talent,
engage their people and realise new ways to innovate and increase work-flow.

for many clients who demand the reassurance for a quick and efficient service.

Flexible working and continual technological advancements make the workplace a

Trac Group provide

bringing change
Creating powerful environments ...................4

solutions for the financial

This is where Trac.group comes in. Proven for reliability since 1984, our wealth of

Qualified to deliver ........................................6

experience providing workplace solutions has resulted in us becoming a leading

Design + build ...............................................6

authority, renown for creating and delivering workplace solutions for many leading

unique location for servicing clients in and around London and the South East. Our storage facility

design + build

immediate delivery, and in addition, our warehouse facility offers a useful storage facility for clients
to store and call-off furniture, as and when required.

brands throughout Europe. Our viewpoint on workplace planning is unique to every
client and holistic in nature. Providing us with a clear understanding of working

With an infinite number of contemporary work-styles, solving for your basic

Warehousing + storage ..................................7

relationships between architecture, furnishings and of course people. This clear

workplace needs can be a daunting task. Start thinking… The best workplaces

advantage results in our understanding of what the client both wants and needs.

stimulate your imagination and help your organisation thrive. They meet
tomorrow’s challenges, and are as unique as you are. That’s why your new

Fixed ..............................................................8

Together, we’ll help you define your ultimate working environment, as an asset

workplace can’t come from a structured formula. It grows creatively… from a

Flexible ..........................................................9

that matches your strategic business goals today with an eye toward the future.

conversation about who you are and where you want to be!

Concentration ................................................9

Together, we’ll help you achieve your perfect workplace.
Working with Trac.group will help build spaces that are as functional and
flexible as they are beautiful. Consultancy with our designers and build team
will provoke and persuade, sparking innovation to conclude with the right

Breakout ......................................................10

design for your new workplace environment. From conceptual design to

Café .............................................................10

fulfilment, our design and build service will help stimulate and facilitate new
growth within your busy organisation.

furniture range

12,000 sq.ft Warehouse - Thames Gateway Park, London

refurbishment + relocation

Tried and tested manufacturers ..................12

client case studies

Let us carry the weight of relocating. Our

Hyundai Capital ...........................................14

capital cities.

is of course fully insured, providing 24 hour security. We stock a selected range of furniture for

Refurbishment + relocation ...........................6

Collaborative ...............................................10

throughout many European

Trac.group’s purpose built 12,000 sq.ft warehouse on the Thames Gateway Park provides a

every step of the way.

Delivery + installation ....................................7

shared spaces

installing office furniture

warehousing + storage

furniture from proven and trusted manufacturers. You will benefit from working
relationships that go far beyond… to over-deliver, while standing with you

workstations

and insurance sectors,

Trac.group work with clients of all sizes. Our furniture has been tried and
tested over many years, providing peace of mind for clients who rely on

could be, and can achieve!

experience counts

workplace furniture

much more complex environment. At the same time, this affords an exciting level
of freedom and opportunity for organisations to re-imagine what their workplaces

team’s wealth of experience in helping clients

Pinsent Masons ...........................................15

relocate is structured and flexible enough to

University of London ...................................16

deliver a smooth-running relocation for your

Tate Galleries ...............................................17

organisation. We appreciate and understand

Multinational Banking Group .......................18

the complexities of relocating a workplace,

International Bank .......................................19

and how best to approach the transition from

C. Hoare & Co ..............................................20

space to space. One working environment

International Bank .......................................21

to another. In all, ensuring your day-to-day
working schedule remains unaffected and

opportunity knocks

therefore not costly in lost revenue.

We look forward to meeting you ..................22

HELPING TO CREATE YOUR PERFECT WORKPLACE

DELIVERING QUALITY SINCE 1984

workstations

3

shared spaces

TRAC.GROUP

HELPING TO CREATE YOUR PERFECT WORKPLACE

furniture range

TRAC.GROUP
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collaborative
Shared spaces foster creative exchanges, and in many ways are the cultural heart of today’s
workplace. Shared spaces play key roles in all planning approaches. They may take the form

Collaborative working integrates primary workstations and collaborative spaces for larger

of go-to spaces for tailored types of activities, from private phone calls through team building

groups in constant communication. A large table helps encourage free and frequent exchange

lunches. The diverse range of furniture portfolio facilitates Trac.group to provide a tailored and

between a team of four to eight people. Surrounding sit-stand desks and lower storage islands

our carefully selected range of furniture
has been tried and tested over many
years, providing peace of mind for
clients who rely on quality furniture
from proven and trusted manufacturers
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case studies

TRAC.GROUP

well-planned shared spaces not only improve workplace dynamics,
they also connect people to their space and to each other

supported service to enhance the choices your people will make at work every day.

4

TRAC.GROUP

task chairs
Smart working task chairs. You will find we offer an extensive range of
workplace base task chairs. Task chairs that combine clean lines with
ergonomically sound design, letting you sit in comfort throughout a busy and

Hyundai Capital

Pinsent Masons

This demanding brief was to deliver an efficient yet creative

We help bring greater efficiency to this

workplace solution. Hyundai Capital is the UK hub of

full service international law firm, by

productive working day in the office.

operation, providing financial products and services to its

installing workplace furniture to their

boardroom tables + credenzas

dealers and customers across Hyundai and Kia brands.

various offices throughout the UK.
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DELIVERING QUALITY SINCE 1984

We offer distinctive boardroom tables destined to take centre stage in any

offer a communal, casual group workplace setting. While a continuous bench plan configuration

boardroom scheme, and some accompanied by a sleek looking credenza

can accommodate many users and ideal for a spontaneous, free address meeting setting.

that’s happy to play a supporting role. Round, square or rectangular and
finished in wood, metal or glass, we have the perfect boardroom table and
credenza for your formal, high-powered boardroom.

breakout

when you work with Trac.group, we help build workplaces that are as
functional as they are flexible, helping creating a fun place to work

For broader gatherings, team meeting spaces allow a larger number of people to come to the
table. Breakout team meeting spaces may be open areas or fully enclosed work rooms with

We help you grow talent, spark creativity and build vision into your organisation’s

either a large table or clustered tables, flexible seating options, work lounge, and digital and

flexible

analogue communication tools. We all want to spend time where we feel good, enjoy natural

future. The workplace is so much more than furniture. It’s the time, space and
people. This combination will help formulate processes and develop the culture

Supports two or three people who work together frequently and benefit from

of your organisation. An effective workstation combination for both the individual

planned and spontaneous collaboration. Frame-based systems with moveable

and the group are core to this structure and success of a busy workplace. We

screens and free-standing furniture enable work groups to readily reconfigure

match your workstation needs from diverse range of furniture. Then apply our

their space as needs change, without disrupting the power and IT infrastructure.

understanding of workstation situations and the relationships between people,

Flexible, shared workstations can also be facilitated by adjacent desktops and

architecture and furniture, and the relationships they create. Workstations can

an extension top for occasional visitors. Storage elements and panels are

be planned to support three primary modes; Fixed, Flexible and Concentration.

commonly used to establish the boundaries of flexible shared work areas.

light and fresh air, and can control our own comfort. Investing in well-being breakout areas
makes people more engaged at work and more productive.

storage, and accessories for both the open plan and

isolated from their colleagues. Concentration achieves that blend with a range of

cellular office. These products help define today’s

work surfaces, panels, modesty screens, and strategically placed storage to create

workplace

varied levels of privacy in the open plan office. For a collaborative seclusion, small

transforms

to

support

changing

demographics, evolving technologies, and an ongoing

groups get together in enclave spaces. Generally a small open or enclosed space,

shift to ‘distributed work’ that combines areas for personal

three to four people can work together in enclaves equipped with a desk height table

focus with shared spaces for group collaboration.

or lower table, work chairs, touchdown seating or work lounge, and media screens.
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case studies

Celebrate the workplace experience. Blur the lines between work and play. When we take
cues from a good hotel or coffee shop, we’re creating spaces where people want to gather,
connect, and participate. Communal areas encourage interactions where workplace culture
can flourish. Common areas and cafés are large, multi-purpose spaces for social events or
unplanned interactions. And on a smaller scale, ad hoc spaces with informal seating and table
groups, lounge settings, and standing height counters with stools. Both encourage a similar
sense of spontaneous, flexible use.
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case studies

TRAC.GROUP

Tate Galleries

Delivering a cross-section of residential and work-based

We over-deliver creative workplace

furniture for this long-standing University of London

solutions for the group of four Tate

for their two London campuses at Senate House and

Galleries. London based Tate Britain

Russell Square.

and Tate Modern. Tate Liverpool and

a busy team in an open-plan environment. All of our workstation desks are
beautifully crafted, with many offering a flexible sit-stand height adjustable

available for both indoor and outdoor use.

solution. We have the perfect desk for you and your team.

lounge chairs

monitor arms + integrated docks

Our range of comfy lounge chairs are perfect for informal shared spaces like

Continual advancements with technology has resulted in the workplace

collaborative and breakout workplace areas. The sleek design and varying

becoming an ever increasingly complex environment. We keep pace with the

sizes from our lounge chair range will maximise any compact workspace you

shifting sands of time, offering the latest capabilities of the monitor arm and

have. Finished in wood, metal, fabric or leather, our design options are almost

integrated docks for fixed and flexible workstations.

meeting pods + digital media display

Tate St Ives in inspirational Cornwall.

If you are looking for the perfect one! That sofa that makes a statement in your

types of activity. From small single pods for private calls away from the noise

workplace reception. The comfy sofa, where people are put at ease waiting

of a busy office. To meeting booths for four people joining in an online meeting

for their important meeting. We offer both modern and more traditional styles,

with a digital media unit. Immediate communication is playing an ever important

your sofa search starts and ends here.

part within our workplace. Large format digital graphics communicating visual

coffee + side tables

messages throughout the workplace is available in many evolving formats.

office storage

It’s surrounded and at the centre of attention in breakout areas. Our coffee
and side tables come in many materials, shapes and sizes. We have a

Paperwork piles seem to appear as if by magic overnight, but with so many

versatile range of tables to meet every demand. Whether you want a table to

versatile office storage options available in our office storage collection, from

balance magazines or play host to mobiles and notepads at informal business

bookcases, shelving units, cabinets and modular designs to coordinating

meetings. Our coffee and side tables are standby pieces that truly stand out.

office furniture, there really is no excuse for a cluttered workspace.
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TRAC.GROUP

Multinational Banking Group

International Bank

A heavyweight in the international banking sector,

With our warehouse so close to

and therefore require a level of service to match. Our

Central

attention to detail and value for money is included with

furniture delivery, installation and

every instruction, and without question.

storage for their London offices.
This

London,

highly

we

valued

15

This brochure was

opportunity knocks

TRAC.GROUP

University of London

Whether it’s a compact desk for a small cellular office or a large bench for

every workplace situation. Wooden chairs and benches, to more lightweight
designs for folding and stacking café chairs. Chairs and matching tables

Shared spaces play key roles within the workplace, each tailored for different

Concentration areas help bring focus to the working environment. It allows both
individuals and small groups to concentrate on their work, while not necessarily being

it

Discover workstation desks and benching systems to suit the task in hand.

in an array of material options. Our extensive range of iconic designs for

sofas + armchairs

café

We can help you plan and provide for a comprehensive
range of fixed systems products, work chairs, desks,

as

desk + bench systems

Sit yourself down in style. Pull up a choice of chairs and benches finished

limitless… providing any workplace with furniture for that real, relaxed, feel.

concentration

fixed

chairs + benches + stools

designed to communicate
the client’s Design & Build

coordinate

service

service. The brochure

we look forward to meeting you...

is

available to each and every client.

Trac.group offer remarkable and diverse furniture, selected from a wide-range of manufactures
sourced from around the world. Our furniture combines functionality with design for today’s

was written and designed

workplace. Whether workstation or shared space requirements, our contemporary furniture creates
both fixed and flexible working environments to compliment and help build your growing organisation.
We welcome an opportunity to meet with you to discuss any change you are considering for your
workplace environment. Please contact us today on 0207 252 2255 or email sales@tracgroup.co.uk

by myself, and involved

Together we can re-imagine the potential for what your workplace could be, and can achieve!

imagery manipulation
including Photoshop and
Autocad 3D modelling.
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T R A C .G R O U P . T H A M E S G AT E W AY PA R K . L O N D O N

0207 252 2255

TRACGROUP.CO.UK

Website for TracGroup.co.uk
Trac Group provide workplace furniture solutions for the financial and insurance sectors, installing
office furniture throughout many European capital cities. This 72 page website was planned,
written, designed and built to showcase installation projects, as well as providing a resource of
information for clients.

I
THEFIRSTDECADE
Southend Pier Entrance

longest pleasure pier in the world

Faced with a unique opportunity to re-develop the entrance to Southend Pier, we were able to demonstrate how
contemporary 21st Century design can enhance tradition and heritage, whilst maximising the surrounding expanse of
space and water. Incorporating the original intent of its Victorian predecessor, the award winning entrance spearheaded
regeneration of the seafront and in 2003, won RIBA Spirit of Ingenuity, and Southend Council Design Award.
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Brochure + Website for Emptage Architects
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III
THEFIRSTDECADE
Southend High School for Boys

our interpretation for sports and music facilities

sofar
far.
.
.

By using contemporary materials and facades, we created a contrast that references the existing School
with brickwork elements, but avoids competing with the inter-war traditional appearance.

The new

building comprises two structures; the Sports Hall and Music Facility which are bridged by two first
floor walkways, and connected by a double-height glazed atrium, which also forms an acoustic buffer.

Emptage Architects have been a Chartered Practice since 1995, creating contemporary architecture for private,
public and residential developments. From creating the brand logo, this has developed to include construction
photography, website design and printed brochure.

IV

Weavers Lane and Burketts Lane

Full environmental considerations were incorporated into

town houses and apartments in
outstanding conservation area

the planning and design.

The buildings sited adjacent to

the boundary, reinforce the street pattern and integrate
modern

proportions

within

the

existing

street

THEFIRSTDECADE

scene.

VI
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Summerhill Garden Centre

bringing the outdoors in

THEFIRSTDECADE
Specifically designed to compliment Summerhill’s high
standard products, a dynamic entrance, cafeteria
and customer area was conceived with
an overall concept of interconnecting
glasshouses

enhancing

the

light, uplifting experience
of

the

centre.

Early consultations with
Sudbury Planning Office
enabled us to outline the
scale, form and materials
of

these

p ro p o s e d

buildings, in keeping
with the local vernacular.
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Redbridge Sports Centre

sporting chance

THEFIRSTDECADE
The popularity of this sports centre has significantly increased since modernisation. The existing structure
naturally dictated the framework for a new entrance area, changing facilities and gym extension, providing
additional gym and sports facilities including netball and two full size all-weather floodlit pitches.
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Higher Apprenticeships - the facts
80 venues across Westminster
Over 1,000 courses

Higher Apprenticeships
combine on and off
the job training and can vary
in the time they take
to complete.

Employers in England rate qualified
Higher Apprentices as

25% more employable

Course Guide

than those who took an alternative
route into work.

Available at a

Over 40 different subjects
representing hundreds
of job roles.

range of levels

equivalent to a
Foundation degree,
Bachelor’s degree and
soon at Master’s degree
level in some sectors.

entry qualifications

typically at Level 3 such as A-levels,
Advanced Level Diploma,
NVQ Level 3 or an
Advanced Apprenticeship.

Further information

Online
apprenticeships.org.uk

Freephone
08000 150 600

Community
Learning

Almost 10,000
learners started a
Higher Apprenticeship
in England in 2012/13,
representing

Individuals need to have

Find out more on employing an apprentice

80 venues across Westminster
Over 1,000 courses

growth of 165%
up on the previous year.

Over 50,000
employers
posted Apprenticeship
vacancies across all sectors
and levels in 2012/13 at
apprenticeships.org.uk

50,000

020 7297 7297
www.waes.ac.uk

020 7297 7297
www.waes.ac.uk

A better view point
gives a better point of view

Better business data

Selection and data ﬁelds available
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In depth historical financial data covering the last 5 years of trading�
Directors and Shareholders information�
Group Structure�
Credit worthiness�
Company registration numbers and VAT numbers�
Size by number of employees�
Age of business by year started date�
2000+ different job titles�
Compliance (TPS, CTPS) and all data compliant with GDPR and PECR�
3000+ Vista business description from Abattoirs to Zoos and everything
in between�
2007 SIC codes�

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geographic, town, county, postcode area and sectors, regions�
Hospitality and leisure sector, number rooms, number of covers, food types,
indoor/outdoor facilities�
3000+ different types of technologies installed�
Website build technology�
Payment and credit card types accepted�
Social handles and URL’s: 2M+ Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, URLs�
Web meta data (description of their activities)�
Premise size and profile of working areas�
Importing and/or exporting�
Source of energy, heating and air conditioning at the premises�

Data made simple
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Keeping it fresh and up to date

Every week more than 12 million business records are processed, to make
Vista the most complete, refreshed and detailed view of the UK business
landscape.
The foundation of the Vista database is self-declared information, either via
the individuals’ business social profile, or by the business owner, or from the
companys’ actual website, and of course Companies House changes and
declarations are incorporated monthly� 95% of businesses and professionals keep
their company and individual profiles up to date�
Vista is not telephone verified by Data HQ, the contributing files are updated and
maintained by each organisation and the individuals themselves�
Telephone updates are carried out on specific subsets of data, or where our
machine learning technology have identified higher rates of change, or where a
client has requested it�

Vista database refreshes are available monthly,
2.4m website records and social proﬁles are
refreshed at the rate of 200,000+ each month,
each week 80,000+ changes are processed to
the Companies House records and contacts.

Data made simple
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Ralph Scrutton - Creative Marketing

<

UX + UI Design

<

Website design + E-commerce

<

Social media marketing + PPC advertising

<

Branding + Graphic design + Animation

<

Interior graphics + 3D visualisation

<

AutoCAD Sketch + SketchUp 3D Modelling

<

Photography + Video

Designer

Ralph Scrutton

Office

0207 127 8078

Email

ralph@perception.co

LinkedIn

linkedin.com/in/ralphscrutton

Portfolio

perception.co/portfolio

Website

perception.co

